Abstract In order to develop mass customization, many companies use configuration software to customize their products. Although many studies already exist about Product Configuration, Requirements and Process Configuration have not been studied in detail. As all these three aspects must be considered for mass customization, the aim of this paper is to show how Product Configuration, when considered as a constraint satisfaction problem, can be extended upstream towards Requirements Configuration and downstream towards Process Configuration. Product Configuration basics are first reviewed thanks to a constraint based approach, and an analysis of industrial configuration situations is done in order to clarify mass customization needs in terms of configuration. Then upstream Requirements Configuration and downstream Process Configuration are defined and generic models are proposed. It is shown that the proposed elements allow a global and consistent flow of configuration activities. A detailed example illustrates the different configuration problems and a discussion terminates the paper.
Introduction
Dealing with product diversity is nowadays a strong requirement for companies fighting in a world market. This increas-M. Aldanondo (B) · E. Vareilles Ecole des Mines d'Albi-Carmaux, Centre Génie Industriel, Campus Jarlard, Albi 81000, France e-mail: Michel.Aldanondo@enstimac.fr E. Vareilles e-mail: Elise.Vareilles@enstimac.fr ing diversity comes from the need to be customer specific, in other word try to match the exact requirement of each customer, without including too many unnecessary elements. As the decomposition of the total demand in various demand segments is not always enough, many companies try to organize and set up mass customization techniques. In order to do so, some of them try to include configuration software (configurator) in their information system.
Most of the scientific studies completed on configuration mainly consider what can be called Product Configuration corresponding with the configuration of the product bill-of-materials. This means that the product is only considered as a set of components in a 'physical view'. As mass customization needs to cover the management of the whole customizable product cycle from customer order to final manufacturing, it is necessary to extend the use of configuration techniques from Product Configuration to upstream Requirements Configuration and downstream Process Configuration.
The aim of this paper is therefore to show how Product Configuration, when considered as a constraint satisfaction problem, can be extended to a global configuration approach covering the cycle Requirements, Product and Process Configuration.
To this end the paper is structured as follows: the section "Product configuration and mass customization" recalls general elements relevant to Product Configuration and shows how it can be considered as a constraint satisfaction problem. The section "product configuration extension with requirements configuration" is concerned with the 'up-stream' extension taking into account Requirements Configuration thanks to a functional or descriptive approach of the product. The section "Product configuration extension with process configuration" deals with the 'down-stream' extension and considers Process Configuration thanks to a description of the process which gathers routing and operations. All proposed elements are illustrated with an example that runs through out the paper and a discussion concludes the paper.
Product configuration and mass customization
Product Configuration definition is recalled and illustrated with an example. Then some discussion permits us to characterize configuration for mass customization and to introduce the needs of Requirements and Process Configuration.
Main elements of product configuration
The first sub-section recalls and discusses the definition of the Product Configuration problem and introduces the example. Then it shows how this problem can be considered as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) and how a configuration task can be achieved.
Product configuration problem and configurator
From all the existing studies concerning configuration, it seems that some common features defining Product Configuration could be:
• hypothesis: a product is a set of components, • given: (i) a generic model of a configurable product able to represent a family of products with all possible variants and options, that gathers:
(1) a set of component groups and relevant component quantities, (2) a set of various constraints that restricts possible combinations of components and/or component quantity values, (ii) a set of customer requirements, where a requirement corresponds with a selection of a component or a quantity of this component,
• Product Configuring can be defined as 'finding at least one set of components that satisfies all constraints and customer requirements'.
These elements can be found and are discussed in various definitions proposed in Mittal and Frayman (1989) , Sabin and Weigel (1998), Soininen et al. (1998) and Aldanondo et al. (2003) . It is important to note that, according to this definition, the configuration result is a set of components or a single level bill-of-materials. A configurator is a piece of software that assists the person in charge of the configuration task. It is composed of a knowledge base that stores the generic model of the prod- uct and a set of assistance tools that help the user to find a solution or to select components. In any case, the basic common requirement, in terms of assistance, is to guarantee that the configured product is consistent (all constraints are respected) with the generic model and the requirements, during and at the end of the configuration task.
Product example
The proposed example is a simple Custom Storage System (CSS) shown in Fig. 1 Four groups of components exist in our example: the Book Case (BC) with up to four Roll-OutShelves (RO), the High Cabinet (HC) and the Low Cabinet (LC). The Book Case is available in two heights: 72 cm or 216 cm. All components exist in two finishes: Painted (P) or Wood (W).
Therefore the groups of components are composed as follows:
• Book Case (BC): {BC72P, BC72W, BC216P, BC216W}.
• High Cabinet (HC): {HC144P, HC144W}.
• Low Cabinet (LC): {LC72P, LC72W}.
• Roll-Out-Shelves (RO): {ROP, ROW}.
In addition, some constraints exist and reduce configuration possibilities:
• All components of any Custom Storage System (CSS) must have the same finish, Therefore, the possible quantities of each component are:
• QBC: {1}
• QHC: {0, 1}
